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ABSTRACT

Given two images of an n-points object which undergoes 3D rocation. rranslation and scaling. Our problems are (i) How can we march the

corresponding elements in the
object?

em

twO

images due to the movement of the

all the possible mapping be found? (li) What underlying

motions and associated depth components of these points could account
for the two images? (iii) Can the object be recovered uniquely? This formulation of the problems referred

lO

n -poims problem is in

me

most gen-

eral setting and does not assume attributes or fe:Hures. A narura.l question

to ask is whether an n-pomrs problem is equivalent

[0

a set of fewer-

pointS problem. This paper presents a method which reduces an n -points

problem to a set of 4-poims problem. The effon of reduction talces 0 (n)
steps and it als? takes 0 (n) steps to construct all possible mappings of an
n-poims set from the solution to a 4-poims problem. Other results include
(1) Coplanariry condition of four poin[S in two views. (2) Recovering the

tilt direction of the rot:ltional axis using four points in two views. (3)
Recovering the scaling factor.

1. Introduction
One of me most fascinating abilities of human perception is

[0

infer three dimen-

sional (3D) SU1lcmre from image data. \Vimout any doubt, me abiliry is also a necessary
fearure for any flexible computer vision system. Although techniques of srrucrured light.
lasers, ulrrasound are used successfully for 3D reconstruction in currell[ machine vision
systems, they are nor flexible and have many resaictions. On the other hand, perception
techniques based on shading, texture gradient. motion parallax, stereopsis and siihouenes
ere fast ami flexible. It is mus interesting and importam

EO

smdy methods for obtaining

31) information from C:.les empioyed by human perce?tion. In :::;,c:., this has become one
of '-'.'e major themes in vision resea...-ch. For more de~s. interested re~ders are referred.
[Q

(I] which comains a good collection of recent developments.
Among all me cues, morion paralla'< and stereopsis appear to comain the most infor-

mation about me depm and have merefore attracted aaennon from most of researchers.
However, techniques or algorimms developed using eimer marion paralla'< or stereopsis
all face a basic "correspondence problem". This d.i.fficult problem is how ro romch the

corresponding elements mat occur in different images due to the movement of me objects
or the observer.
1.1 An illustration of motion parallax and stereopsis
A general framework for approaches based on motion parallax is composed of three
stages:
(1)

Matching. a stage which detenmnes the corresponding elements in different images
or determines the optical flow when me motion is differential.

(2)

Recovering the monon· a stage which recovers the motions of objects relative to
[he viewer based on the result of (1).

(3)

Determining srrucrure - a stage which detennines the 3D structure of the scene.

- 2-

ill general. the solution for the third stage can be derived from Ihe results of the firSt
rwo stages very easily. Funher, one usually rrears the firSt two stages as separate researc!1
issues. Similary, approaches based on stereopsis would consist of me above steps except
for the second one, which [S assumed to be known in advance. ill orner words, the relative dispiacement of me two positions of the observer is known a priori. Therefore the
essence of stereo algorimms lies in marching stage. v.rith the step of deriving an object's
depth being rrivial
As regards matching, conventional approaches [2] denne a sirril3.J.-!ry measure based
on a set of amibutes and search for matches berween v.rincows ITom each frame or
between feanrre points in the two frames. If the relative positions of the tWO views a..-e
known. as in stereo vision, then the se::lTch can be restricted

IO

a one-di::nensional space.

As regards motion recovery, one may rely on insrnmaneous velocity measurement,
or on well-seperated fearure points. Most studies derive a set of nonlinear equations
which relate the image coordinates

[0

the motion parameters and conclude that the

number of feature pointS should be such that the number of equations is greater than or
equal to the number of ufLlmOwnS.

In this paper we present a rheory that relates the correspondence. the motion and the
SmIcrure, given tWO images which may have different scales. This theory is based on the
assumption of parallel projection. We hope that there is a counterpart for perspective
projection.

1.2 The Problem
Consider an object consisting of n poims denOted by Ai (0,:5; i ,:5; n-l) in 3D space.
Let Ai be me projection of Ai into the image plane. We can rotate, translate and scale the
object and observe the effect on the projections of the n points in the image plane. A precise mathematic31 model is as follows: Let Bi = cr (R Ai + T)
0:5 i ,:5; n-l; R denotes 3D rotation; T denotes 3D translation;

(J

:=

cr R Aj + (J T where

is an unknown nonzero

-3consrant. Denne [\vo sets, FJRST == {Ai: 0 ~ i

Ai } and SECOND == {B i :

a :;: i

,5;

n-l ; Ai is the firSt two components of

S n-l ; B j is the first two components of B j

}.

Figure

1 depicts a siruation in which FIRST consists of ten D's and SECOl'-l'U consists of ten

O's. Our problems are (i) How can we match the corresponding demems in the two
images due to me movemem of the object? Can all the possible mappings be found? (ii)
'N1lat underlying motions (or disc:e~e transformations) and associated depth cornponems
of these paims could accoum for the two images ? (iii) C:J1l the oeject be recovered

uniquely? I will refer to these problems on sets ofn poims as "n-poim problems".
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Figure 1
A more complic::Hed problem is to consider several objects, instead of a single one,

undergoing different motions. Thus FIRST and SECOl'l"D conmin projections of several
mixed objects. Another generaliz::Hton of the problem adds uncertaimy imo the modeL

- 4For example, the positions of die projections may be corrupted by noise, or some points
may show up in one image

om

nor in the orner due ro occlusion or odIer reasons.

Funher, a curve segment or a region may replace a point in the problem.

As for problem (i), there are o! different one to one mappings be[Ween dIe two
images. The compmational complexity of examining each mapping becomes imolerable

as n becomes large. F'JItiIer. there seems to be no systematic method of rejecting an
inconsistent mapping. In ge~eraL a unique solution ror ihe possible mappings beween
FIRST and SECOr\TJJ does not exist Consider several points, uniformly separated
around a

~lide

in space. unde:going an 3roiUJrY motion: tb.ea many mappings are possi-

ble. It is also apparent that a solution for problem (iii) nor possible in ge:l.eral. As a
rrivial exampie, consider rhe case of twO poims; then there are iruinitely many objec:s

which are consistem with me mages. It is. however, not clear what happens if me
number of points is increased.
It is narural to ask if an n-poims problem can be reduced to a set of fewer-points
proble::n. There are two aspects of Uris question. The first aspect is the reduction step
which enables one to srudy n -pointS problem on more manageable sets without affecting
the answers. The second aspect is to analyze these problems on smail sets. In this paper,
we mainly discuss the reduction step along with several imeresting observations about
small-set problems. As an illustration. given me correspondence between cwo subsets of
FIRST and SECOND shown in Figure 2, can all the consistent mappings between RRST
and SECOND be found subject to this consa-aim? What are the effects on rhe underlying
motions and structures due to the reduction?

- 5-
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- 62. Theory

In me following subsections we derive several results for 4-poim problems, assurn-

ing the correspondence is given. Next the relationship between n -point problems and a
set of 4-point problems is analyzed based on dlese results.
Since the correspondence between the four pointS is given, one of me paims will be
chose~ as the reference point An and as the origin of me coordinate system. Tne coordi-

nates of u1.e other pointS will all be referred
adjus~ed

iD

.-i o- By doing this, the :orarional a..,<is is

to pass through .4. 0 wirhour affecting t..lJ.e [marianal matrix R . FurJIer ct1e rransla-

rion T becomes zero because reiative displacement instead of absolme posicion is used.
The argumem is as follows: Let FlRST and SECON"D be given, md let A. 0 be the refereoce point. Using A o as the origin of the coordina[e system, we have, for 1 $: i ::;; n-l,
B, - B o =

cr (R

A, ~ T) -

cr

(R AD

+ T)

= cr R (A, - AD)

Renaming B i - Boas B i and Ai - A o as Ai' we have B i = cr R Ai for 1 ~ i

$;

n-l

,mm.

the understanding that A 0 is also an objec[ point. Now we will assume that the correspondence between {...\ : 1 ~ i

$;

3 } and

{Bi

:

1 $; i ::;; 3 } is established and ilius A o is a

fixed point.

2.1 Notation
A 0=:0 ,A l' A 1• A 3 -- four points in the scene
A 0=0 ,A I. A l > A) -- projections of me Ai

0, B I. B 2, B 3 -- same four points in the scene after motion and scaling
0, B 1. B 2' B 3 -- projections of [he B i
Lower case Greek letters are used as scalars.

- 7Toe rorational marri,< denored by R is wrinen as

wnere

Ti

where

I

is the ith coiumn of R. We will denme (Tl3 Tn)l by 11 and (r31 T32)! by ['2

denotes transpose.

It was shown in [5] L!'}at the [mational macri, has the following fonn:
2

I! 1

R=

..;. (1- 1!12)cosS
.

n ~n2 (1 - case) -:- njS~e
rLl!ll!j
(1- cos8) - 1!2srnS

--/!:;si:1.e
2'" -:-

I!l/!:(l- cosS)

I!lll.} (1- casS) +

n:Sinej

(1 - n2-) cos~
n:l!j,(1 - case);- I!lsir:a
1!:2,1!3(l - cosS) -:- nlsm8
I!j- -:- (1- 1!3-)cos8
I!

where (n 1 n2 n3) is tile rotational a.xis ;

a is the rot:lIional angle; and the nit direction of

the rotational axis is given by (n 1 n i)-

2.2 Degenerate Motions
We shall cail a motion of the following form as degenente:

This class of motions can arise in several ways:

(1)

The optical axis is the rotational a.xis. Le., every paim rorates abom the viewing

axis.
(2)

The direction of the rotational axis can be oriented arbirrarily, but the rmariona!
angle is a multiple of 360 degrees, which is equivalem to no marion.

(3)

The rotational axis lies on the lmage plane and rotational angle is 180 degrees.
We see, in these c.:tses of degenerate motion, that the projection plane remains the

same for these frames. Obviously, these frames can be generated from a single:2D image
through rotation or reflection or bach. The physical meaning of degenerate motion will be

- 8more clear if we trear the object as smrionary v.rith the relaTIve monon in space attributed

ro the observer. In degenerate motion, the observer does nor change his viewing direction. The observables are essentially equivalem to a single image wiili regard to

me SITUC-

rure of the objecr, such motion is called degenerate monon. Theorem 1 proved in Section
2.3, is stated here in order to funher discuss the derection of degenerate motion.

Theorem 1: Let 0, AI' A 2' A:) and O. B [, B 2. B 3 be two projections of four points

unde:going nondegenerare monon. Let (5 Al + YA2 = A] hold for some sc:1la...-s 0, or.
Tnen a necessary and sil~':6e:lt condition for 0 A l' A 2, A 3
J

i:O

be coplanar in space is

that 8 B 1 -:- or B'2 = B 3' He:e we assume that 0 \Viil be chosen appropriately so t.'1at A 3
c:m be generated by A 1. and .-1 2 (e.g. if me projections oi drree points are coiline:rr, :b.e:l
the oilier paUl[ will be chosea as 0, as shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Criterion 1: Given a degenerate marion, then (i) II B i II ::; a IIA i II for an i (ii)
B r . Bj

::;

c? ~ . Aj

for all i, j (iii) the condition of coplanariry holds.

-

Proof: Conditions (i) and (ii) are immediate since Bi ::; cr R
rmation. To show the condition of coptan::ui[y, apply R

[0

.

-

Aj and R

.

.
1S

AJ ::; 8 A 1 + Y A~.

a 1. by 1.
Q.E.D

-9Although these three conditions may nor imply degenerate motion in all sirnations.

we will use them as criteria for de~ection of degenerate motion. Toe only way to have
these criteria satisfied for a nondegenerare motion is to distribute four coplanar points in
a particular way, which is extremely unlikely. If the four given paims are noncoplanar,
then satisfying the criteria implies that the motion must be degener-He (see equation (4)).
Most of our observations will relate to four noncoplanar poims. Thus no false conclusions will be drawn here, because a nondegenerare motion of four noncoplanar points can

never geD.erSIe h'TIages satisfyti"1g me crli:eria.

2.3 Correspondence
In dlis subsection, we iirsr imrociuce rhe concept of marching direction (similar to
epipolar line), which is useful for finding possible marches in the second frame when a
point in [,.LIe fus[ frame is given. This observation is an imponan[ seep, mough s[I'aighcforward. Nexe, we derive a coplanari~ condition and show ma[ me marching direction can
be derived if the given four points are nO[ coplanar. Finally, we demonscraee an applica-

tion of the marching direction leading

[Q

a reduccion algorithm. described in Section 2.4,

of an n -poinr problems co a set of 4-poine problems.

Fact 1: Let R be a rmation depic:ed as above and (a, b) be an image point in the first
frame; then the coordinaees of the corresponding image point in second frame are
(a '11

+b

'12

+ S '13. a

'21

+b

'22 -;-

s '23) where s is a parameter. In other words,

the corresponding point in me second frame can be any paine of a line passing drrough
(a '11 + b '12, a '21
Proof:
(a '11

+b

'22) in direction ('t3, '23).

Clearly, me coordinmes of the corresponding point c:m be found to be

+b

'[2

+-

S

'13, a ''!l +- b '22 +- S '23) by applying R to (a. b , s) where s

denoees depth. Ie is equivalene

[0

say rhm the cooresponding paine should lie on the

s[I'aigh[ line passing through (a '11 -;- b 't:~.' a '21 + b '2:::!) in direction (r 13, ':.3). If we

- 10draw dris line in the image plane. then any point on it could be a match.. Q.E.D
From Fact 1, a family of parallel lines in me second frame is generated if we vary
the given point in the fin:;: frame. On me oilier hand. Fact 1 can be applied to me second
frame to generate a family of parallel lines in the firSt frame by inrerchanging the roles of

the firsr and second frames. Further, me motion which transforms the second scene imo
the firSt scene is precisely me inverse or me rranspose of R. Therefore, the parallel lines
have (r311 r30 as their direction in me image plane: Lhis is called the matching direc:ion
of tile

scene with respect to me unde:lying morion. ~ow Theorem 1 slated above

firSt

C2.Il

be proved.

Proof of Theorem 1: Toe span..4 3 = 8 A 1 -+- ; A 2.,. can always be assumed (see Figme
3). To establish sufficie~cv, let R· be a principal minor of R as follows:

Since B i =

(J

R Ai, assuming mal Si is the depIh of Ai

-

B i = cr R

Write

A3 = 0 A1
cr R

. - -r
Ai

(J

Si /1

I

we have

1~ i ~3

for

(1)

+ YA2 . Applying cr R * to this relation and. using (I), we obtain

* -

A 3 = cr

• -

~

-

Ii R Al + cr r R A 2

= Ii ( B 1

-

cr S 1

[1 )

(2)

+ r ( B 2 - cr S2

= Ii B 1 + r B 2 - ( cr Ii s 1 + cr

[1 )

r s2 )[ 1

Substituting (1) in the left hand side of (2), we have

B3 -

cr S3

/1

= 0

jj 1 + YB"! - ( cr 0 S 1 + cr YS1

)/1

Hence

(3)
and

- 11 -

(4)

(OSI-:-;52-S3)1 1 =0

Since

[1

is nm a zero vector due to

me

assumption of nondegenerare motion, we have

( 85 1 -+-; 52 - 53) = 0. Hence,A 3 = 8 Al -+-

"fA::?,

whe:lcecopianarityfoUows.

To show necessity. it is sufficient to observe that, since 0 A
A 3 = 8 A l -:- Y A 2

scale

oB

1

(j

B3 •

are coplanar.

can be extended to A 3 = oA 1 + yA 2. Now, applying roranon R and

to the relarion, we have 8 B 1 -:- YB 2 = B 3-

+ "f B2 =

l.A:!..A3

Consequently, we see mat

Q.E.D.

Theorem 1 provides a si.rr.ple copianariry criterion for four pointS from two image
frames. Acrually, dIe information in th.e founn paim becomes redundam after the
copianaricy of the four poims is recognized. Fu.itb.ennore. me projec:ion of any poim

lying on the plane containing dlese four poims and irs projection in
after the morion can be easily established from

me

second frame

me available observables.

Lemma 2 below demonstrates that the matching directions can be deduced if the
four points are noncoplanar. This is a crucial srep which enables the extension of tile
mapping between four points m n poinrs as can be seen in Lemma 3.
Lemma 2: Given two different views of four points and a mapping berween [hem, if LlJ.ey
are noncoplanar then the marching directions in the [wo views are uniquely determined
(up

[0

sign) from the images.

Proof: As seen in Theorem 1, (8

Sl

+YS2 -s)

)/1

= 88 1 + y8 2 -8 3 holds. Since

these four poinlS are nm coplanar, we have 8 B 0 -:- y B 1 - B 2 :;:!:: O. (Nme: This condition
is equivalent to nocoplanariry.) Thus we know /1 up to an unknown consrant. Furrhermore, we can apply the same technique to derive /2 up to an unknown cons Lam by incerchanging rhe rolesofihe rwoframes. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3: Given [wo different views of four poims and a mapping between them, then
the point corresponding to anOther object point in the first frame must lie on a line which

- 12can be denved in the second frame.
Proof: Let A be any non-fearure point Vr'ith s as its depth: let B be the point corresponding to A after the motion. Write

A = oA 1 -:- "[A2'

Applying R'" which is a minor of R

and scale cr to the above relations, we have

and

-

.-

B =crR A -:-crs II

Hence

Re~anging terms,

we have

(6)
From this equation, we know that B must lie on a line passing through 0 B 0

-;- "[

B 1 with

direction I l " Q.E.D.

2A Reduction Algorithm

In this subsection we discuss how the reduction is performed. \Ve
mg all possible

ma~pings

Start

by examin-

restricted to a three-point subset of FIRST and gradually

extend these mappings over FlRST.
Choose a subset G3F of three noncollinear pOlntS from FIRST. Then there are
n(n-1)(n-2) mappings from G3F into SECOi'lTI. It is obvious that the nl mappings

mentioned before are the straightforward extensions of these mappings to all of FIRST.
Instead of examining each of n! mappings, our approach either extends each mapping
from G3F into SECOND to a mapping from FIRST onto SECOND or rejects iL The firSt
step is to extend the domain G3F of each mapping to four points, denoted by G<-l.F, such
that these four points are noncoplanar, and to spawn n-3 mappings (there is a simation in
which e might need to spawn 0 (n 2) mappings). The second step applies Lemma 3 to
eac;" of these n-3 mappings by considering points in FIRST - G4F. One may thus reject a

- 13 mapptng m one step or at worst in n--l- steps and have

succ~ssful

extensions to all of

FIRST in n--l- steps. On the average. 0 (n) steps are needed to establish consistent mappings and discard inconsistem ones. Funher, we show later that 0 (n) steps are needed to
extend G3F to GtlF using the algorithm below.

Definition: Let G3F = {O -4. 1 A.?} and let a. be

3.

mapping from G3F into SECOND. A

pianar transform induced by Ct.. denoted by planar a.' is a mapping from R'2 into R 2 and
defined by

where a, b are real numbe::s.

- 14Tne algorithm

exrend G3F

to

[0

four-elemem subset is given below; irs correctness

is shown afterwards.

Algorithm:
(Initialization ):
LetP=[P,- - P/I-..l-}=FIRST-G3F-•
Create n(0-1)(0-2) a:s (rnaonin!!s from
G3F into SECOND) -and Ie,' ALPH.4 = [a, : I,; i ,; n (n-I)(n-2)}

ALDHA do
Q a; = SECOND - a, (G3F);

for a,

E

for 1 :$; j ~ n -3 repeat:
Rj :=planara; (Pj
until R j E Q ct; is false;

)

case:
j ;: n-3: /* spawn 0-3 mappings */

Add Pj [0 G3F and spawn 0-3 mappings
by sending Pj co each element in
SECONU - a(G3F) resoectivelv;
.
.
j = n-3: /* spawn (n.-3)(n.-4)/2 -:- 1 mappings */
Record me "coplanar mapping" which sends Pi to R i ;

Add P 1 to G3F and spawn 0-4 mappings by
sending P 1 co each element in
SECOND - <x, (G3F) - planar a; (P ,) respectively;
Spawn 0-5 mappings by sending P 1
to planar a, (P 1) and P 2 [0 n-5 elements of
SECOND· <x, (G3F) - planar a; (P ,) - planar a; (P ,) respectively;
Continuing in this manner, one spawns (0-4) + (0-5) -:- ...+1 mappings.

end
Funher illustrations are gIven here. If there is at least one Pj
planar a;(Pj )

E

Qa,- is false then the first Pj is added to G3F. Bec:mse the extended map~

ping always imerprets these four poims as noncoplanar, Lemma 3

Rj

E

such that

C:lI1

be used. If

Qa,. for t :5: j :5: n-3, then we cannQ[ spawn n-3 mappings by adding P l and by

- 15 mapping it imo any element in SECOL'-lTI -

Ui (G3F).

The reason is that if P l is mapped

into R 1 (one of the choices) then the extended mapping would interpret the four pointS as
coplanar and Lemma 3 could not be used. Therefore only n-4 mappings are acceprable
and would be spawned. As for me case in which P 1 is mapped to R 1 (which is of course
one of the possible extended mappings, and we cannot simpiy discard it), we can consider possible correspondences of P 2- C1early there are n-4 possible candidates, of which
only one mapping (P 2 map into RiJ would interpret

me

five points (previous four ;JOints

and P~) as coplanar. Thus n-5 (instead or n-.+) mappings wauie be spawned. Continuing

-

in Uris manner for the oilier P;. 's, we soawn
alloe:etiler, in r..;".is cJ.Se, (n-3)(n--1.)/2.::nao.
.
pmgs.

There are Den 3) mappings to begin wim and at worst O(n s ) mappings would be
generated if each. mapping entered the second case (j = n-3) in me above algorithm. To
generate a mapping for a four-point subset rakes at worst 0 (n) steps from a mapping for
a three-point subset because we need only examine n-3 poims in FIRST - G3F. The
above-mentioned process assumes that all mappings for three pointS can be realized.
Actually this is noc the case; mere are tedmiques [6J to examine whether a mapping is
realizable or noc. Thus one does noc necessarily have co consider all O(n 3) mappings.
As for the

exte~sion

over FIRST, after a mapping for four-points subsets G4F is con-

scructed, one can apply Lemma 3 to the poims in FIRST - G4F. The process is simple:
Choose a poim in FIRST· G4F; conscruct the corresponding line in the second frame; if
no poims in SECOND - ex! (G4F) lies on the line then reject ex:, orheIVJise record and
continue. Obviously, it may take anywhere between 1 step and n-4 steps to reject a mapping, or up to n-4 steps to set up mappings from FIRST

OntO

SECOND, where each step

involes several additionsl subrracrions and set membership operations.
Example: We demonsrrzHe the extension of four points

1.0

n poims. Consider the two

images in Figure 2: FIRST = set of ten [j's and SECOND = set of ten O's. Choose 4
[j's and denoce them by G4F. Cle:lrly there are lOx9x8x7 = 5040 possible mappings.

- 16 \Ve apply Lemma 3 to extend these mappings. .-\ simple program can be written using
four nesredjor [oops wirh indexes from 1 to 10, bur requiring that no [wo indexes should

be the same. Surprisingly it takes only one step
I

IO

repon failure for each of 5039 map-

pings and to report the correct and unique (in this example) corresponde:lce.

2.5 Motion and Structure
TI.is subsec:ion reDons four observations based on the assumpaon that a motion
exists to accoum for a four-poim mapping. The

firSt [WO

are related to

me motion pararn-

ere:'S. The t:1ird one reCQve""s the scaie 3...110 the last one addresses the dfee: of me reduction step_

Theorem 2: Given the mapping of four noncop!anar pointS in twO frames, the direction
of tilt of the rotational axis can only be [1 -:- [2'
Proof: Let R be the rotation rnarrix. \Ve know from Theorem 1 that f l ,
derived up to an unknown constant. Let the unknown constants be

C 1 and

/2

em each be

cz. Because the

norms of c 111 and cl12 must be the same to be consistent with the rotation matrix, we
have

Without loss of generality, we normalize 11 and
constants

C l' C 2

[1

to be 1 and combine the two unknown

into one unknown constant c which is a scalar less

m:m

1. Therefore,

we use c [1 and C [2 to represent the possible coefficients for (, 13' '13) ilnd ('31' '32)·
Adding ell and el 2 , we have

Thus
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n~ (l - cosS)
oJ

Clearly (Ill

+ I :Zl'

l12

,1J =

~

n

n:!

+ I '2.2/ , if not a zero vector, gives the tilt (i.e. the arcrangem of me

ratio n:fn 1) of me [mariana! axis since cosS ;::. 1. Further me unknown signs of /1 and ['2,
may yield two possible eilts.

zero vector. due to

l: = c (n:

I

nondegener~l,[e

motion. and cosS

CanTIQ[

be 1. \Ve c::m mus derive

-n ~), an.a the tilt direction of the rmationai axis is perpe;ldic;;iar m

[1-

In mis

case. a unique solution is obtained. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3: Tne rotational angie (not 180 degrees) and me siant or the rotational a..xis

,

,,8
ran-t-D,
must sao.s!v n3- ran-- =
.
2
1 -..6. tan2 t
••

?

where't is the tilt of

me [mational

axis; Do is the

inverse of the product of the slopes of the matching directions. The limiting case
(approaching infinity) is considered if divison by zero occurs.

. - - T31
r 13
h
Proo:
f Consiaenng - - . --, we ave
T32

Tn

nt 2 nl (1- COS8)2 - nl sin'2a
nl n32 (1 - cos8)2 - n1 2 sin2e

=

I21. I U

1'22

(7)

/12

Here we first assume mat both r32 and r23 are nonzero and men discuss degenerate cases.

Let t be me tilt of me rotational axis; then

~ = tanto

",

Thus equation (7) becomes

nl (l - cose)2 - tan:!",; sin2e
tan'!t n/ (l - cos8)2 - sin 2 e
Expanding the above equation. we get

/21 .
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'1

"

..,

(1 - t> tan-c) ",- (1 - cose)- = (ran-: -;- t» sin-g

Re::rrranging the aeove terms, we have

,

tan-r - L\

(12)

1 - .:l ran 2t
Next we consider the two dege:terate cases (a) (b) defined below:
(a) T::n = 0, '32 ;:: 0: or'23

.;:t

0, '32 =

a

Examining :he coef.5.cienrs of R , both siruations yield

, '(1 -cos e)'-=n,-Sli"r
,. 'e
n..,-n-,

-

and none of dIe terms

to dris .equation are zero, which would otherwise violate me

assumption stated in (a) that the mher coefiiciem is not zero.

Re:manging this equation, we get

Since tan2 t

;:t

0, we have

This conclusion is exacdy me same as relation (12) if ~ approaches infiniry.
(b)'13 = 0"32 = 0

This case yields
n2n3 =

nl

sinS = 0 and n2 1t3 (1 - casS) = 0 which implies (i)

nl

==

a and

0 (ii) sinS:;:: 0 and n?,n3 = O. (ii) is excluded because 8 would be 180 degrees.

Therefore we find that either the viewing direction (i.e.n3 = ±l) is the rotational :Lxis or
the y-axis (n::?, = ±1) is the rotational a.,<is. In the [auer case, as in human binocular stereo

geometry, formula (12) can still be used by letting bOth Ll and tant approaching infinity.
The former case, where the viewing direction is the romrional axis, is already excluded
by the nondegeneracy assumption. Q.E.D.

- 19 Theorem 4: Given the mapping of four noncoplanar poinIS in ~wo frames. the scale cr
can be recovered.

Proof: Let: M be any point on the rotational axis and M be its projection. \We only need
M.) Further, let .vi. = a AI

+ b A 2 - Clearly, the possible matches for M lie on ilie line

cie::.med by m: a B 1 + b B::? -:- cr (c - as 1 - bs iJ

[1

where r is me depm of .'011. If I L is

nor parallel [0 the tih direction, then there is a unique intersection berv;lee:l m and the

projec::'on of t.l-te Tomtiona! a.xis. Tne difference beween the inte~ection posicion J.rHi :vl
is evidenrly due ~o cr and provides iniormation for recove~g it.
For u.1e case of 11 parallel

[0

me

tilL

direction, which would yield overlap of m and

the projection of me rotational a.'Cis, we nore that this siruarion occurs only when [he

rO[j1-

tional angle 8 equals 180 degrees. To see this, examine me coefficiems of II in (1). Since

if /1 is proportional to (n l' nil one would have sine = O. which is possible, or n2 = n L
and -nl =

n'!.

which leads to

c3JU1m be the rotational a.us.

n 1 = 112 =

~ow

O. Toe laner is impossible since the viewing axis

let B I = C l/a. If 8 is 180 degrees, then the [mationa!

axis intersects Ale 1 at the midpoint. Therefore. the projection of the romrional 3...xis imersects A Ie 1 at the midpoint which implies that the projections of 04. 1 and Clan the direcrion

(112, -11 1)

are equal. Thus

A, . (n2' -nIl = C, . (n2' -nIl = as, . (n2' -nIl Q.E.D.
The next theorem shows that if a motion can account for the mapping of four non-

coplanar poims and the mapping can be extended over FIRST ontO SECOND, [hen the
same motion can accoum for any extended mappings.

Theorem 5: Let Q be a motion which can account for a mapping of four noncoplanar
points. Then Q can account for :my extended mapping over FIRST OntO SECOND.

-10·
Proof: Let A

E

FIRST correspond to B

E

SECOl'iD under an extended mappmg.

From equation (6), we know that

B =OB r +yB 2 -:-CJ(s -osl-ysVll
Since cr is recovered from

me

previous dleorem and /1 is known, we have

s - (5 So - 'Y s 1 as some constant. Thus s can be derived. Funhe: (6) can be rewritten as

B=

cr R"

A -!- cr S

/1' Tills expression describes me rransformarion of A to B through

R aad u. Tnerefore. if 5 is assigned as the depth of A.. , the

SilITIe

motion can accoum for

it. Q.E.D.
Se'ieral conciusions can be dr.J..wn from the above theorems. As long as m underly-

ing morion

C:lIl

account for a four-point mapping, it can accoum for my exrended map-

ping. If mere are di.II"erent consistent emended mappings, [hen me

SUUCilli'es C::Ln

be dif-

ferent even for the same monon. If there is a unique motion for a 4-poim sub-object, then
the same unique motion accounts for all extended consistent mappings obtained from [his
sub-object. If there is no modon for this hypothedcal 4·point object, then there is no
modon to account for an extended mapping (if it exists).

,

,.

- 21 3. Conclusion and Discussion

A systematic method is proposed
and

1.0

solve the problems of corresponde:lce, motion, scale

The problems are defined as: Given rwa consecutive images of an n -point

srruCllire.

object which undergoes 3D rorncioo, rranslation and scaling. Our issues are (i) How can

we match

me

corresponding

e~e::r.ems

in

me

rwa images due m the movement of the

object? Can all me possible mappings be found? (ii) \Vhat underlying motions and associated depr..' components of 'Ltlese paims could accoum for me :wo images? (iii) Can the
object be recovered uniquely? This formulation of the probie:ns refe=red.
problem is in

[0

n -points

me most general se:ting :rnd does nm assume attribmes or fcarnres.

We discuss whether an n-points problem can be reduced to a set of fewer-points
problem. Two aspect of this question arise. The first aspect is the reduction step which
enables one to study n -poims problem on more manageable sers without affecting the
answers. The second aspect is to analyze these problems on small setS. This paper mainly
addresses the reduction step along wiili several observations about small-set problems. A
demi! solution to small-set problems can be found in [6].
We presem a method. which reduces an n-point problems to a set of 4~poim problems. The effon of reducnon ta..tees

a (n) steos and it also takes a (n) steps [0 consrruCt

all possible mappings of an n-point sets from the solution to a 4~poim problem. One of
the conclusions is that observing more than four pointS in only

twO

views would not help

to determine the underlying motions. This concluslon, by conrr:::tSt, is nOt true if, instead
of parallel projection, perspective projection is used, as was demonstrated in [3]. O[her
results include (1) Coplanarity condition of four points in two views. (2) How to detect
degerate motion. (3) Recovering the tilt direc::ion of the rOtational a;'(is using four points
in two views. (4) Recovering the scaling factor.
"Four points three views" theorem in [.t] can also be addressed by this technique
which Jre currently under prepJr::l.tion.
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